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1�point tasks

1. What is the animal in the picture called?
a) a fox; 

b) a seal; 

c) a raccoon; 

d) a wolf.

2. Choose the correct option: 
The girl is sitting … the desk.
a) next to; 

b) by; 

c) at; 

d) on.

3. Choose the correct option:
Our Dad’s birthday is … April 9th.
a) on; b) at; c) in; d) by.

4. Find the incorrect option:
a) an hour; b) a yacht; c) a horse; d) an uniform.

5. Which animal has got a trunk?
a) a giraffe; b) an elephant;

c) a hippo; d) a crocodile. 

6. Which of the options is NOT the response to “Thank you for the tea!”?
a) You are welcome! b) Not at all. c) Don’t thank me yet. d) My pleasure.

7. What is the date on the calendar? 
a) the twenty�five of December;

b) the twenty�fifth in December;

c) the twenty�fifth of December;

d) the twenty�five in December.
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8. Choose the correct option:
I want to buy a … of milk.
a) box; 

b) bottle; 

c) carton; 

d) packet.

9. Which picture shows “a quarter to five”?
a) b) c) d) 

10. Complete the sentence:
(Playing a computer game)Look out! There is a zombie behind you! It ... you.
a) catch; b) is going to catch; c) catches; d) is catching.

11. A greenhouse is … .
a) a tent for camping; b) a house in the tree;

c) a house painted green; d) a glass building for growing plants.

3�point tasks

12. Choose the correct item:
a) Marry and Peter’s mum; b) Marry’s and Peter’s mum;

c) Marry’s and Peter mum; d) Marry and Peter mum.

13. Which character sings “I just want to be King!”
a) Aladin; b) Scar; c) Aslan; d) Simba.

14. Where does the name Big Ben come from?
a) the tower; b) the bell; c) the clock; d) the nickname of the architect.

15. When do English people usually eat gingerbread men?
a) on Valentine’s Day; b) at Christmas;

c) on Halloween; d) at Easter.



16. Match the order of noises a bomb, wind, a lion and a bee make.
a) whistle, roar, bang, roar; 

b) roar, whistle, hum, bang;

c) hum, bang, roar, whistle; 

d) bang, whistle, roar, hum.

17. Why do we say “knock on wood” or “touch wood”?
a) to enter the house; 

b) to make wooden furniture;

c) to keep your luck from going bad; 

d) to check if the chair is safe to sit on it.

5�point tasks

18. Find the picture that does NOT represent a fan:
a) b) c) d) 

19. The fur of the British Foot Guards’ hats is from:
a) a goat;

b) a beaver;

c) a bear;

d) a nutria.

20. Gardeners like it because it eats the greenfly that damages plants and
vegetables. What is it?
a) grasshopper; 

b) ladybird; 

c) ant; 

d) cricket.
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